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Summary

Wave equation based beamlet poststack and prestack
depth migration using Local Cosine Basis �LCB� prop�
agator is further developed and tested� The idea of the
method consists of a beamlet propagator and local per�
turbations for each window of the wave �eld decom�
position using an orthogonal local cosine basis� We
present a semi�analytical beamlet propagator� which is
easy to be tabulated� Combined with phase�correction
operators� the e�ciency is greatly improved for prac�
tical use� The numerical experiments in an individ�
ual beamlet propagation in a homogeneous medium
show the beam�s localization properties in both space
and wavenumber �direction�� Poststack and prestack
depth migration applications to the SEG�EAGE salt
model data demonstrate the great potential of this ap�
proach�

Introduction

Seismic migration using dual�domain wide�angle one�
way wave propagators� especially the Generalized
Screen Propagators �GSP�� has been recognized as an
e�cient imaging method for complex� high�contrast
media �Wu �		
� Xie and Wu �		�� Jin et al� �			�
Huang et al� �			� De Hoop et al� ��� In
such a method� the medium is decomposed at each
level into a background �reference� medium and per�
turbations to account for lateral velocity variations�
In the approach� the background velocity is global�
For strong contrast media� the perturbations can be
very large� leading to di�culties in correctly prop�
agating large�angle waves� In addition� for super�
long pro�les� the use of long�line Fast Fourier Trans�
form �FFT� greatly increases the computational inten�
sity� Steinberg ��		��� Steinberg and Birman ��		��
derived the phase�space propagators using the Win�
dowed Fourier Transform �WFT� and a perturbation
approach� These studies represent the attempt to
develop localized propagators instead of the tradi�
tional global propagator methods� However� the pa�
per still uses a global reference velocity and global
perturbations� In addition� decomposition and re�
construction using WFT and inverse WFT are time�
consuming so that the method is di�cult for prac�
tical use� Similarly� a windowed screen method has
been introduced �Wu and Jin �		�� to improve the
global screen propagators� In that method� local back�

ground velocity and local perturbations are introduced
through WFT� Since the perfect WFT reconstruction
is formidably expensive� the method mostly relies on
broadly overlapped windows and empirical interpo�
lations� and therefore� is only applicable to the case
where a few distinctive material boundaries exist�

In the year of �� a beamlet migration method
based on local perturbation theory was proposed �Wu�
Wang and Gao ��� In this abstract� we developed
a propagator for local cosine basis semi�analytically�
which is easy to be tabulated in implementation� and
combined with phase�correction operators� the e��
ciency of LCB beamlet propagator is substantially im�
proved� Numerical experiments on individual beamlet
propagation� poststack and prestack depth migration
for the SEG�EAGE salt model dataset will be given to
demonstrate the features of the method�

Local cosine basis

The local cosine basis function can be expressed as
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where Ln � �xn�� � �xn is the nominal length of
the window n� bn�x� is a bell function which is a
smooth window supported in the compact intervalh
�xn � �� �xn�� � �

�
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� Let ��m � ��m � �����Ln� note

that the odd half�integer wavenumbers are used in the
cosine function with the goal of implementing Local
Cosine Transform �LCT� by fast DCT�IV� The sym�
metry property of the bell function and other char�
acteristics �see Eq����� Wang and Wu �� ensure
the orthonormality of the bases and a�ord a fast algo�
rithm�

Local cosine beamlet propagator

For the sake of simplicity� we only derive the �D for�
mulation as a demonstration� The generalization to
the �D case should be straightforward� In frequency�
space �f �x� domain� the scalar wave equation can be
written as
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Local cosine beamlet migration �

where u�x� z� is the wave�eld� � is the angular fre�
quency� v�x� z� is the velocity� and f��� is the source
function� The �eld at depth z can be decomposed into
beamlets with windows along the x�axis�
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where bmn are the local cosine basis vectors�
�uz�	xn� 	�m� are the decomposition coe�cients� and

	�m � m��� 	xn � n�x� ��

In this abstract� we limit the beamlet decomposition
to the use of orthonormal bases� so the reconstruction
atoms are the same as the decomposition atoms�

Wu� Wang and Gao ������ introduced the local per�
turbations to reduce the strength of perturbation� Let
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where the �rst term in RHS is the local background
�reference� wavenumber� and the second term is the
local wavenumber perturbations� Upon substituting
the wave�eld decomposition Eq��
� and local pertur�
bation Eq���� into wave Eq����� we have �dropping the
source term�
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where An is the square root operators �pseudo�
di�erential operators�
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After the use of one�way approximation� the wave
propagation in wavelet domain can be derived as
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where �uz��z are the beamlet coe�cients at depth z�
�z and P ��� is the beamlet propagator� which handles
the propagation and cross�coupling of wavelets�

Under the general screen approximation �Wu ����
De Hoop et al� ������ the square�root operator An

can be decomposed into background and perturbation
parts� In this way� the beamlet propagator can be
decomposed into a local free propagator and a phase�
correction operator which takes account of the lateral
local perturbations�
For local cosine basis� let bmn�x� � �mn�x� in

Eq����� If we use uniform LCT and keep the bell shape

same for all windows� then the local free beamlet prop�
agator can be derived as follows
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where �b���� is the Fourier transform of the bell �win�
dow� function b��x� located at 	x� � �Ln��� Ln is the

nominal length of window n� and �n �
p

k���	xn�� ���
In implementation� to increase the computation e��

ciency� we tabulate the local free propagator according
to the discretized reference velocities� Brie�y describ�
ing� within frequency loop� we calculate tables of local
free propagators for constant background velocities�
then sparsify� and store the table�elements in column�
index storage mode� While within depth loop� we pick
up the elements from the table according to the nearest
background velocity to construct the local�free prop�
agator� and then propagate the wave�elds in beamlet
domain using sparse matrix fast algorithms� In the
poststack and prestack migration applications to the
SEG�EAGE salt model data� using �� discretized ref�
erence velocities from �� ���ft�s to ��� ���ft�s� the
migration e�ciency and accuracy are both satis�ed�
As for phase�correction operator� in practical appli�

cations� only �rst order expansion� i�e� the well�known
phase�screen correction is used�

Numerical tests on individual beamlet prop�

agation and SEG�EAGE salt model poststack

and prestack data

Fig�� demonstrates an individual beamlet propagation
in the homogeneous medium with velocity v��km�s
at frequency ��Hz� On the surface and in the whole
propagation process� we docompose the wave�elds
�Nx � ���� into �� windows� so the nominal length
of each window is ���x� It means there are �� lo�
cal wavenumbers in a window� In Fig���a�� we select
the single beamlet bm�n�x� � b����x� as the excita�
tion source� Because here the wavenumber 	�m � 	�� is
very small� the propagation direction must be almost
vertical� From Fig���a�� we see that the individual
beamlet really propagates along the vertical direction�
Fig���b� is for the small angle beamlet propagation
where bm�n�x� � b����x�� while Fig���c� is for the case
of large angle beamlet of bm�n�x� � b	���x�� These nu�
merical examples demonstrate the good localization
properties in both space and wavenumber �direction�
for individual beamlets�
Now� we apply the local cosine beamlet propaga�

tor to the �D poststack and prestack depth migration
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Local cosine beamlet migration �

for the SEG�EAGE salt model� The synthetic zero�
o�set data consists of ���� CMPs at ��ft spacing and
��� time samples at 	ms interval per trace
 generated
at AMOCO using a �nite di�erence exploding re�ec�
tor modeling algorithm
 while the synthetic prestack
dataset consists of �� shot gathers� For each shot

there are ��� receivers at 	� ft spacing
 with spread
from ���� ��� to � ft �negative symbol means the lo�
cations of receivers are on the left of shot point�� The
source position ranges from � to ��� 	�� ft with its in�
crement of ��� ft� The time sampling interval is 	 ms

with ��� samples per trace� The Ricker wavelet is em�
ployed in the migration as the source function with
central frequency of �� Hz� The �D velocity model
is shown in Fig��� The salt body has a strong ve�
locity contrast with the surrounding medium and an
erratic surface� Fig��b� is the poststack migrated im�
age using local cosine basis propagator� In compar�
ison
 also we plot the phase screen poststack migra�
tion image in Fig��a�� It is evident that our beam�
let propagator got much better image than the phase�
screen method� Now
 we analyze prestack migration
results in a detail� All images in Fig�� are obtained
from prestack data� Fig���a� �top panel� shows the
image migrated by Kirchho� method �O�Brien
 M�J�
and Gray
 S�J� ������ Fig���b� plots the phase�screen
migration result� Fig���c� is the result by our beam�
let method� The main features including the surface
of the salt body
 the steep faults
 sharp edges
 base
straight line and most of the subsalt structures are
reasonably clear and correctly imaged� In addition

there are less distortion of structures and weaker noise
background compared with the Kirchho� and phase
screen methods� This demonstrates the great poten�
tial of local cosine beamlet migration method�

Conclusions

Beamlet poststack and prestack depth migration using
local cosine basis propagators are further developed
and numerically tested� Because the local cosine basis
atom has good localization properties in both space
and direction �wavenumber�
 the use of local back�
ground velocity and local perturbations allows opti�
mization of the local beamlet propagator and easily
handles the strong lateral velocity variations� Compu�
tation e�ciency is substantially increased by tabulat�
ing the local free propagator for discretized reference
velocities� The good image quality demonstrates the
great potential of this approach�
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Local cosine beamlet migration �
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Figure �� Individual beamlet propagation in homogeneous
medium with velocity v��km�s at frequency f���Hz� �a�
bm�n�x� � b����x�� zero angle beamlet� �b� bm�n�x� �
b����x�� small angle beamlet� �c� bm�n�x� � b����x�� large
angle beamlet� These panels demonstrate the beamlet lo�
calization properties in both space and wavenumber �direc�
tion� in propagation�
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Figure 	� Poststack migrated image of the SEG�EAGE
salt model A�A
 by beamlet migration using a local cosine
basis propagator �bottom panel�� compared with the image
by the phase�screen method �top panel��
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Figure �� �D slice A�A
 of SEG�EAGE salt model�
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Figure �� Prestackmigrated image of the SEG�EAGE salt
model A�A
 by beamlet migration using a local cosine basis
propagator �bottom panel�� compared with the images by
Kirchho method �top panel� O
Brien� M�J� and Gray� S�J�
������ and phase�screen method �second panel��
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